Thank you for supporting Real Change and your vendor by buying the crossword book! There are a few mistakes in the print edition. Print or download these sheets to get the corrected puzzle, clues and solution.

CORRECT PUZZLE FOR #12 “Front-yard swingers”
ACROSS
1. Harrison Ford's "Star Wars" role (3,4)
8. Large Arizona cactus
15. Pays to play (2 wds.) (5,2) (PEANUTS anagram)
16. Obscure linguistic abbrv. for a common Deaf lang. (LA NAMES anagram)
17. Where 1-Across operated (2 wds.) (2,5)
18. Exerting a favorable influence (NICE FEB anagram)
20. Former CBS forensic drama set in the Big Apple (abbr./acron.)
22. Fruit drink suffix
23. Doctors' org. (abbr./acron.)
26. Miniature map
28. Like fenced off areas or mailed checks, photos, etc.
32. Many a Bob Marley fan
36. Univ. of Ten. athlete, briefly (abbr.)
37. Animals that are shorn
39. TV newswoman Paula
40. "Lord, is _ _ _ _ _?": Matthew 26:22 (2 wds.) (2,1)
41. Having physical feelings (SATEENS anagram)
44. Took home the gold, so to speak
45. Distinctive quality in coloration or voicing
47. One who takes things wrongly
48. Prefix with angular or athlete
49. "The Jungle Book" wolf
51. Playing directly against a single opponent (3-2-3)
53. One of two images on a tab key
56. Rapping Dr.
57. Half of a Parisian dance
60. Dr. associated with "Green Eggs"
62. Normal ___'n' tear
66. How non-gratuitous items are obtained (3 wds.) (2,1,4)
68. "Let them ___" (apocryphally attributed to Marie-Antoinette) (2 wds.) (3,4)
71. Like eagles and many other raptors (ON DELTA anagram)
72. Procession of camels traveling together
73. Suddenly regains consciousness (2 wds.) (5,2)
74. What remains (2 wds.) (3,4) (TETHERS anagram)

DOWN
1. It really grows on you
2. Part of A.D. that means "In the year of..." (Lat.)
3. Fed. grp. that investigates airline and train crashes (abbr./acron.)
4. Of a bodily dividing membrane (STAPLE anagram)
5. Mama bear, in Madrid
7. Crude group? (abbr./acron.)
8. Polio vaccine developer Albert
9. Music to the preacher's ears
10. Person born between the late '70s and mid '90s (2 wds.) (3,1-2) (incls. abbrs.)
11. Not waste
12. ____ Romeo (sports car)
13. Popular pest control product
14. "Back in the day...," briefly
15. Circus or fairgrounds attractions featuring sword swallowers, bearded ladies and the like...or a hint to the left and right perimeters of this puzzle?
16. British fashion icon Kate
17. New York stadium named for a legendary gentleman of the courts
18. Whirling Looney Tunes devil, for short
19. Nickname of Argentina's first lady from 1946 to '52
20. Unacceptable (2 wds.) (3,2) (incls. abbr.)
22. Quadruple expert doc, briefly (abbr.)
23. Handled, as a task (2 wds.) (3,2)
24. Pricker on a rose bush
25. Sharpshooter Oakley or photographic portraitist Leibovitz
26. No _____, no gain (common personal trainer credo)
27. Angrily annoyed, with "off"
28. Letters on wanted posters
29.磨【 something many people hope to return from vacation with (2 wds.) (1,3)
30. "The Lion King" lioness
31. Breakaway group
32. One hanging around the house?
33. Torn, as mourners' garments
34. Beat walker
35. Word to a doctor
36. Something past due in Italy?
CROSSWORD CORRECTION

CORRECT CLUES FOR #17 "Hard to tell apart"

ACROSS
1. Advanced legal scholar’s deg. (abbr.)
4. Carpentry tool or sore throat sign
8. Closer at hand
14. Fair-hiring inits. (abbr.)
15. “____ be in England” (Browning line)
(2 wds.) (2,2) (HOOT anagram)
16. Under ideal circumstances (2 wds.) (2,4)
(TAB SET anagram)
17. Descriptive pt. of speech (abbr.)
18. Weaver’s rig
19. Units of measurement for gold content
in jewelry
20. Like paint that’s streaky, uneven or
bubbles up, often (2 wds.) (6,7)
23. Fed. hush-hush group (abbr.)
24. Call, in a poker game
25. Eric Clapton song written for his first
group, Derek & the Dominos (ALLAY
anagram)
28. Direction and routes device (abbr./
acron.)
31. Safari runner, at times
33. “As seen on TV” record co. (1-3)
34. Phrase that could be referring to the
basic version, the Air, the Pro or the
Mini (2 wds.) (7,4) (I APPLAUD PRO
anagram)
39. ___-laryngologist (ENT doc)
40. A year in Mexico (Sp.)
41. Be short or shy
42. Certain corp. takeover (abbr.)
43. Bushy-bearded grazer
44. “In all honesty” in textese
45. Salsa, Tom Yum or Jalapeño poppers,
e.g. (2 wds.) (7,4)
48. Hacksaw or a hand sander
50. Like some home improvement projects,
brieefly (abbr./acron.)
51. Bygone major carrier once headed by
former astronaut Frank Borman (abbr.)
52. ___ salts (bath supply)
54. Org. whose monthly magazine
advertises magazines (abbr./acron.)
56. Sixth sense, for short (abbr./acron.)
59. Simile for people or things with a
similar appearance … or phonetically
something found in 18-, 31- and
42-Across (5 wds.) (3,4,2,1,3)
64. Insignificant detail (FILTER anagram)
66. Nutmeg-based spice
67. Attorney’s org. (initialism/acron.)
68. Penny ___ (bygone amusement center)
69. What those who say “Ah, I’ve got it!”
often have

DOWN
1. “...one giant ___ for mankind” (from
astronaut Neal Armstrong’s famous
moon-based quote)
2. Enticed, as down the proverbial garden
path (2 wds.) (3,2)
3. Karate schools
4. Rock & ___ Hall of Fame
5. Salty greeting
6. Classical Greek porticos
7. Ill-fated Italian city of 79 CE
8. Table salt, to a chemist
9. Dot-commerce (1-4)
10. “Gimme ___, huh?” (“Cut me some
slack, willya?”) (2 wds.) (1,5)
11. All set (3 wds.) (5,2,2)
12. Ballpark crowd fig. (abbr.)
13. ACLU concerns (abbr.)
21. Prego competitor
22. Magazine with an annual Sexiest Man
Alive issue since 1985
26. “… ___ man put asunder” (wedding
words) (2 wds.) (3,2)
27. For all to hear
29. Word heard twice before “...fizz, fizz…”
in an old Alka Seltzer commercial
30. ___ logs (snored)
32. Buffalo NHL player
34. Kindergarten adhesive
35. Leading (2 wds.) (2,3) (NO POT anagram)
36. Bouncer’s gear? (2 wds.) (4,5)
37. Feel dejected
38. ‘77 Electric Light Orchestra hit (2 wds.) (2,2)
46. Burial site for an Egyptian pharaoh
47. Word before “-bitten” or “circus”
49. Weight-watcher-friendly (3-3)
52. ___-O shapers
55. Carne ___ (taco option)
57. “The final frontier”
58. Traditional New Orleans sandwich,
familiarly
60. Have a surreptitious look-see
61. Cake decorator
62. Not on the rocks and with no water
added
63. Stun into a stupor
64. Pic on a pec, say
65. Monopoly foursome, briefly (abbr.)
CORRECT SOLUTION FOR #23 “Staying on tracks”